single-cell microscopy is a powerful tool for studying gene functions using strain libraries, but it suffers from throughput limitations. Here we describe the strain library Imaging protocol (slIp), which is a high-throughput, automated microscopy workflow for large strain collections that requires minimal user involvement. slIp involves transferring arrayed bacterial cultures from multiwell plates onto large agar pads using inexpensive replicator pins and automatically imaging the resulting single cells. the acquired images are subsequently reviewed and analyzed by custom MatlaB scripts that segment single-cell contours and extract quantitative metrics. slIp yields rich data sets on cell morphology and gene expression that illustrate the function of certain genes and the connections among strains in a library. For a library arrayed on 96-well plates, image acquisition can be completed within 4 min per plate.
IntroDuctIon
Cell morphogenesis is directly coupled to environmental perturbations and is highly and quantitatively dependent on gene functions 1, 2 . For example, a single mutation in the Escherichia coli actin homolog MreB can cause an ~50% increase in cell width, which contributes to a growth advantage when cells exit the stationary phase in certain media 2 . Cell morphology across a population can be highly heterogeneous, especially under stressed conditions such as antibiotic treatment 3 or long-term nutrient depletion 4 . Such shape heterogeneity, which can contribute to behaviors such as antibiotic persistence 5 , is masked in population-level measurements and thus motivates single-cell observations. Taken together, quantitative single-cell analyses of bacterial populations across chemical, environmental, and genetic perturbations hold the potential to reveal core aspects of bacterial physiology.
Advances in biotechnology have enabled the creation of large genetic libraries of bacteria, such as single nonessential genedeletion libraries in E. coli 6 and Salmonella enterica 7 , deep mutational scanning of genes of interest 8 in a variety of organisms, and a CRISPR interference (CRISPRi)-based essential gene knockdown library in Bacillus subtilis 9 . Population-level screening of these libraries has generated useful insights into gene functions related to environmental changes 7, 9, 10 . These libraries contain hundreds to thousands of strains, and thus screens are typically performed in 96-, 384-, or 1,536-well format in multiwell liquid media or on rectangular agar plates. There are many established instruments available for handling arrayed strain libraries, such as the ROTOR robot (Singer Instrument Company), which performs high-throughput sample transfer, picking, and arraying in multiwell formats for both liquid cultures and colonies on solid agar surfaces 10 .
Despite the extensive potential for knowledge generation via morphological investigations of strain libraries, single-cell microscopy currently still largely relies on manual, strain-bystrain investigations, which constitute a substantial bottleneck for the acquisition of data sets across large strain libraries. This reliance on manual labor limits not only the number of strains that can be characterized but also the number of environmental conditions that are amenable to screening at the single-cell level. The development of automated control over microscope stage movements, autofocusing, and digital cameras has increased the speed of and reduced the human effort for image acquisition 11, 12 . µManager, an open-source software package that integrates the control of microscopes, stage controllers, cameras, and light sources, is widely used for automated image acquisition 12 , providing the opportunity to further increase throughput. A recent study screened the E. coli ASKA collection of fluorescent protein fusions 13 on large-format agarose pads, acquiring images for 48 strains in 6-8 min 14 . However, manual selection of imaging positions was still required before acquisition began, which becomes a rate-limiting step with larger libraries.
Here we present SLIP, a pipeline that empowers single-cell imaging of large strain libraries under a variety of conditions. This protocol involves transferring liquid cultures from multiwell plates onto agar pads in batches. User specification of the plate layout (96-or 384-well plate) and the location of two strains for calibration then permit automatic acquisition of multiple images for each strain. Output images can be subsequently analyzed using custom MATLAB scripts. This protocol allows for the rapid imaging of large strain libraries (4 min per 96-well plate, 9 min per 384-well plate for one image per well) with minimal human involvement, which reduces human error and eliminates biases.
SLIP makes use of large agar pads (Fig. 1a,b) as substrates for sample preparation (although it can also be used with glass slides of any size). The pads are the same size as multiwell plates, allowing liquid cultures to be easily transferred onto agar pads via inexpensive 96-or 384-pin replicators in batches (Fig. 1c,d) . The pads are then covered with large-format coverslips for imaging (Fig. 1e,f) . With this setup, we have successfully performed high-throughput phase-contrast microscopy with species such as B. subtilis 9 , E. coli and S. enterica (personal communication, M. Rajendram). We have also grown CRISPRi-induced B. subtilis cells overnight on these agar pads and imaged terminal morphology phenotypes after depletion of essential proteins 9 . Wild-type B. subtilis cells grew into homogeneous lawns on large agar pads, reflecting the pads' suitability as a growth substrate 9 . Strains depleted of essential proteins exhibited rich and diverse terminal phenotypes, allowing us to characterize the phenotypes of cell growth, morphology, and lysis at the single-cell level 9 ; such information is difficult to extract from batch cultures. As agar is a common reagent for growing microbes on solid surfaces, SLIP should be adaptable to the vast majority of other culturable microbial species.
As a pad-based protocol, SLIP has some intrinsic limitations for single-cell imaging. The large pad size may lead to oxygen depletion, especially for cells in the middle of the pad. Although we did not detect a position-dependent terminal phenotype in B. subtilis cells grown overnight on the pads 9 , we recommend testing the oxygen depletion effect when working with other species. Moreover, the pad-based approach makes it challenging to dynamically alter the chemical environment at will when the cells are on the pad. Several microfluidic devices allow image acquisition in concert with media switching 15, 16 , but these devices may be difficult to scale up for large strain libraries.
As strains on the pad are arrayed in 96-or 384-well format, after calibration SLIP can automatically locate strain positions based on standard metrics of 96-and 384-well plates, avoiding the manual definition of positions for each strain. SLIP calibrates plate position by taking as input the positions of two strains on a pad and calculating the relative translation and rotation for that pad. After calibration, SLIP automatically generates a list of coordinates for the centers of each strain. For each strain, SLIP assigns a grid of neighboring, nonoverlapping imaging sites around the center. After the camera acquires an image at one imaging site, the stage moves to the next site for the next exposure. To minimize the stage travel distance, SLIP acquires images in a zigzag manner, moving from A1 to A12, then backward from B12 to B1, and so on (Fig. 1g) . If multiple images are acquired within each strain, SLIP moves in the imaging grid in a similar zigzag pattern (Fig. 1g) to reduce acquisition time. Note that the image acquisition software does not necessarily require a large pad; it is compatible with a smaller number of strains arrayed in a grid with the same spacing as a multiwell plate. SLIP is also compatible with other types of samples that are arrayed in 96-or 384-well formats. Thus, with appropriate adaptations to sample preparation, (Fig. 1h) . Acquisition of z-stacks can also be implemented with TTL signaling if the stage controller supports z-direction movement, allowing for similar speedups for 3D imaging.
Our laboratory previously developed a MATLAB package, Morphometrics, for analyzing phase images with subpixel precision 17 . This package is ideal for large-scale data analysis because it can run without a graphical user interface (GUI) and is amenable to parallelization. There are also other free programs that serve similar purposes. For example, Oufti 18 and MicrobeJ 19 are open-source software packages that segment and define subpixel-resolved cell contours. Thus, it may be useful to test the effectiveness of various software packages for particular imaging data sets.
Experimental design
Strain library preliminary analysis and preparation. Before imaging, it is important to measure growth curves for each strain, especially to implement imaging of exponentially growing cells. As lag times and growth rates can differ by strain, it is critical to identify a suitable back-dilution protocol to ensure that imaging captures most strains during exponential phase, that the cell densities are optimal (enough cells for the analysis of interest in one field of view without overcrowding that would disrupt cell segmentation), and that the cell densities are roughly consistent across strains. In our experiments with E. coli and B. subtilis, a 1:200 dilution of overnight cultures followed by 2 h of outgrowth at 37 °C was effective.
Fluorescence imaging. Because of SLIP's utilization of the TTL triggering system, only one exposure can be achieved at each imaging site. However, dual-color camera setups allow the simultaneous capture of two images at different wavelengths using two identical cameras with only one exposure 20 . Briefly, the sample is simultaneously exposed to long-wavelength monochromatic phase light and fluorescence excitation light; the resulting light is passed through a long-pass beam splitter to split the phase light and the fluorescence-emission light in orthogonal directions based on wavelengths. The phase light is detected by one camera, whereas the fluorescence-emission light passes a band-pass filter and is detected by another identical camera. Thus, with only one exposure, both phase and fluorescence images for a field of view are acquired (Fig. 2a) . SLIP can be adapted in a relatively straightforward manner to include such a system. SLIP is also adaptable for fluorescence imaging in which phase and fluorescence signals are sequentially obtained without TTL triggering. Such acquisition is slower but provides more flexibility and further allows multicolor fluorescence imaging.
Other bacterial species. A major component of SLIP is a user-friendly GUI (Fig. 2b) that facilitates a broad user base. Our laboratory has used SLIP for strain libraries of E. coli ( Fig. 3a-c) , B. subtilis 9 (Fig. 3d) , and S. enterica. We expect that with minimal adaptation SLIP will be suitable for diverse microbial cells and environments. For instance, the agar pad can be prepared in an anaerobic chamber with proper sealing, allowing the screening of strictly anaerobic species. The analysis software Morphometrics has also been applied to a wide range of species with diverse morphologies 21 . The filtering algorithm to remove false-positive segmentations may require adaptation for different cell shapes; it is currently optimized for rod-shaped cells.
Controls.
Our experiments revealed some potential sources of error. Here we list the main factors, which can be avoided by the means provided below (TROUBLESHOOTING) or can be corrected through analysis of control experiments.
Defects in agar pads. Some agar pads have defects due to environmental disturbances during solidification or unmelted agar particles. These local defects may disrupt an IR-laser-based perfect focus system (PFS), and thus images taken at these positions can end up blurred and introduce errors in subsequent analyses. Agar defects can be minimized by careful preparation of agar pads and by inspecting each pad before use.
Growth phase and cellular physiology. Bacterial physiology is highly sensitive to population density and growth phase. For instance, in an E. coli culture growing in LB medium, cell size decreases when the OD 600 value reaches >~0.3, which is only ~1/20 of the final OD 600 value reached in the stationary phase 22 . Therefore, strains may display differences in phenotypes of interest due to being in different growth phases. Thus, it is recommended that users specifically test their strains for growthphase-dependent phenotypes when implementing SLIP.
Differences in inoculation cell density. As noted above, bacterial cells constantly modify their shape during growth, especially in rich media. We have shown that differences in the initial numbers of cells in a liquid culture can affect cellular dimensions at certain time points 9 . Therefore, to reduce variation due to inoculation, we recommend using large volumes of cell cultures for back dilution or performing serial dilutions. Cell growth on agar pads. Although SLIP has been optimized to achieve much faster imaging speeds than manual operation, the time interval between imaging the first strain and the last strain for a 96-well plate is comparable to the doubling time of E. coli during rapid growth (~20 min). This duration permits some bacterial cells to grow an observable amount on an agar pad and to undergo changes in morphology; our experiments estimate that this imaging lag results in a <10% difference in length between the 1st and 96th strains, whereas width remains essentially constant (Fig. 3a) . As the extent of growth scales linearly with the time interval between when a strain is placed on the pad and when it is imaged (Fig. 3a) , the growth effect can be corrected based on a control experiment. Therefore, if precise quantification beyond the resolution prescribed by growth during the imaging interval is critical to subsequent analyses, we recommend performing a control experiment using SLIP with one or two strains and characterizing how the time that a strain spends on the pad affects its morphology. The results of the control experiment can be used to correct high-throughput measurements (Fig. 3a,c) .
Cell length (µm)
Cell width (µm) Remove the lid of a Singer PlusPlate and place the bottom (which is usually used for holding agar) upside-down on a flat surface such as a benchtop. Pour melted agar onto the flat bottom surface of the plate (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 1a) , gently tilt and shake the plate to spread the agar evenly over the entire plate bottom, and use a flame to remove any bubbles if necessary. The surface tension of the hot agar will create a flat surface. One plate requires ~25 ml of melted agar. Leave the plates at room temperature (~22 °C) for 20-30 min to solidify the agar (Fig. 1b, Supplementary  Fig. 1b) .  crItIcal Make the agar medium freshly each time and keep bottles capped to avoid evaporation and contamination.  crItIcal The plate must remain on a flat surface in an undisturbed environment until the agar solidifies to yield a flat and smooth agar surface for imaging. EQUIPMENT SETUP Software installation and setup SLIP runs on MATLAB and controls a µManager 12 GUI for image acquisition. Install µManager 1.4 (or the current version; UCSF, http://micro-manager.org/) and MATLAB (MathWorks), and then open the SLIP source code (Supplementary Data, or visit http://bitbucket.org/kchuanglab/slip2/ for the current version) in MATLAB to perform the initial setup, as detailed in Box 1. TTL setup During image acquisition, SLIP uses TTL signals to trigger the camera and the stage controller, circumventing the external controls between image acquisitions and thus speeding up the experiment. TTL signals have inactive (low-voltage) and active (high-voltage) states, and hardware can communicate through the switching of states. In this setup, when the camera finishes one exposure, its TTL signal switches from the active to the inactive state. This change at the camera's 'arm' port sends a TTL signal to the stage controller 'input' port that directs the stage controller to move to the next imaging site. Once the stage movement is done, its TTL state switches and • • sends a signal through its 'output' port to the camera's 'external triggering' port, directing the camera to start another exposure. To set up TTL, first use BNC or other compatible cables to connect the camera and the stage controller to each other for TTL signals: connect the camera 'arm' port to the stage controller 'input' port, and then connect the camera 'external triggering' port to the stage controller 'output' port. An optional step is to connect the camera 'fire' port to the 'input' port of the light shutter such that the shutter opens only during camera exposure. This step can be important for long-term time-lapse imaging to minimize phototoxicity.
MaterIals

REAGENTS
As TTL is hardware-dependent, we recommend that users optimize their hardware settings to achieve the fastest possible acquisition. The main factors that determine total imaging time are camera exposure and stage movement. Acquisition time scales linearly with camera exposure time ( Supplementary  Fig. 2a) , and thus reducing exposure time can speed up acquisition, but potentially at the cost of reducing image quality due to lower signal intensity. For stage movement, the time-consuming part is stage acceleration and deceleration between two imaging sites. We have found that the acceleration speed can affect total imaging time by ~threefold, with an optimal time for acceleration for our system of 40-50 ms that minimizes total imaging time (Supplementary Fig. 2b) . We recommend that users test their stage controller to achieve the best results. Dual camera setup (optional) The dual camera setup enables the simultaneous capture of two images at different wavelengths using two identical cameras (Fig. 2a) . The cameras should be aligned before imaging. For TTL settings, one camera (the master camera) communicates with the stage controller to coordinate exposure and stage movement; at the same time, it triggers the other camera (the slave camera) for a synchronized exposure in the other channel. To set up the cameras, first connect both cameras to the computer. Open µManager. Click 'Tool' 'Device Property Browser' , and find the fields 'Multi Camera-Physical Camera 1' and 'Multi Camera-Physical Camera 2' . Set their values to be the two cameras installed. Assign the slave camera to 'Multi Camera-Physical Camera 1' , and the master camera to 'Multi Camera-Physical Camera 2' . In addition to the TTL connections for the master camera, also connect the 'fire' port of the master camera to the 'external triggering' port of the slave camera. An optional step is to connect the master camera 'fire' port to the 'input' ports of the light shutters for both phase and fluorescence light sources to control exposure. A BNC T-shape adaptor may be needed for this optional step. 
a desired density.  crItIcal step Cell density directly affects the number of cells acquired for each strain during imaging, as well as the cellular physiological state. For E. coli and B. subtilis, we recommend incubating 2-3 h after the 1:200 dilution to reach a cell density of OD 600 ~0.1, which typically yields enough cells (usually tens to a hundred) in each field of view. With this density, most cells are well separated from others, permitting easier and more accurate segmentation. We recommend that users perform preliminary tests to determine an optimal cell density for their particular applications. Such tests are facilitated by SLIP, whereby the user can serially dilute an overnight culture in a 96-well plate and rapidly acquire images of populations from different dilutions.
preparation of imaging samples • tIMInG 10 min 3| Use a replicator pin to transfer the liquid culture from Step 2 onto a solidified agar pad (Reagent Setup). Each transfer carries ~0.1 µl of liquid from each well. If desired, repeat the transfer several times to increase cell densities (Fig. 1c,d,  supplementary Fig. 1c,d) .  crItIcal step It is important that the replicator pin does not directly contact the agar surface; the liquid should drop onto the surface. Direct contact of the pin with the agar may damage the flat agar surface and cause cell clustering and focus drifting, which lead to poor-quality images.
4|
Wait for the agar pad to absorb liquid droplets. Keep the plate on a flat surface to avoid liquid flow and cross-contamination. The agar pad takes ~10 min to absorb all droplets at room temperature, or ~5 min in a 37 °C warm room. Check progress visually by inspecting light reflected from the surface at a tilted angle.  crItIcal step All droplets should be completely absorbed by the agar pad before the next step. Unabsorbed liquid allows the cells to move above the surface of the pad, causing blurred images and potentially leading to cross-contamination. 5| (Optional) Mark the locations of the droplets at A1 and H12 (or other strain positions that will be used for calibration) on the back of the plate after the droplets have been absorbed. These marks will make it easy to find the strains during calibration.
6|
Clean a large glass coverslip (110 × 74 mm) with compressed air and place the coverslip on top of the agar pad (Fig. 1e,f, supplementary Fig. 1e) . Touch the pad with one side of the coverslip and slowly lower the other side, avoiding large air bubbles. If large bubbles occur, gently press the coverslip with a gloved finger to push the bubbles to the edge of the coverslip, where they will dissipate. (Optional) If the experiment requires cell growth before imaging, the pad can be incubated at the desired conditions before imaging. We have performed overnight incubation at 37 °C and have not observed substantial drying of the pad. 7| (Optional, only for oil objectives) Add immersion oil to the cover glass. Spread the oil evenly across the entire imaging surface (supplementary Fig. 1f) .  crItIcal step Because of the large imaging area, it is important to spread the oil over the entire imaging surface such that the objective is always in contact with the oil during imaging, which reduces focus loss. Be careful not to add too much oil, especially on an inverted microscope, as excess oil may drip onto the objective turret. (Fig. 2b). 10| Click 'Calibrate' in the SLIP window, and SLIP will display the calibration menu. After specifying the strain locations for calibration, use the 'Live' imaging feature in µManager to locate the center of these strain positions. The positions of all strains on the plate will be calculated based on the calibration.  crItIcal step Note that on an inverted microscope the plate must be inverted on the stage. Therefore, well A1 will be on the top right, if viewed from the top of the plate holder. Once calibrated, the SLIP GUI will also recognize this flipping and save images acquired at the top right corner as position A1. ? trouBlesHootInG protocol 436 | VOL.12 NO.2 | 2017 | nature protocols 11| Set the desired imaging parameters (plate layout, strains to image, number of images for each strain, exposure time, and so on; Fig. 2b(i-iv) ). Typically, imaging a 5 × 5 grid (25 images in total) for each strain yields data from enough cells for the statistical analysis of interest. Variation in mean E. coli cell width and length across fields from the same well is ~3% (supplementary Fig. 3) . The number of images should be adjusted based on cell densities.
12|
For time-lapse imaging, set the desired imaging interval and total time points (Fig. 2b(v) ). Typically, a full 96-well plate requires at least ~4 min to image one time point, and acquisition time scales linearly with the number of images acquired for each well (Fig. 1h) ; the defined interval should be longer than the total acquisition time for one time point.
13|
In the SLIP window, check that 'Pause on PFS loss' (Fig. 2b(vi) ) is enabled.  crItIcal step With such a large imaging area, PFS loss is likely. Enabling 'Pause on PFS loss' allows SLIP to pause image acquisition for the user to manually fix the focus before the next strain. Thus, although SLIP does not require PFS-loss checking, this strategy improves data quality.
14| Select channels for imaging in the selection box (Fig. 2b(vii) ). Note that for two or more channels without a dual camera setup (Fig. 2a) , image acquisition will take substantially longer.
Image acquisition • tIMInG 4-60 min 15| Once all parameters are set, start image acquisition. Fix the focus when necessary.  crItIcal step If 'Pause on PFS loss' is enabled, imaging progress should be monitored so that acquisition can continue after PFS loss. ? trouBlesHootInG Data analysis • tIMInG ~tens of minutes to 1 d 16| Segment the cells. Our laboratory has developed a custom MATLAB software, Morphometrics, for segmenting and analyzing phase images of bacteria cells 17 . General steps to use the software are included below; other software packages, e.g., Oufti 18 and MicrobeJ 19 , can be applied similarly. The segmentation algorithm masks dark objects in a phase-contrast image and thereby identifies the cells. Next, it implements a custom filter to exclude noncell objects based on their contour shapes. In principle, parameters for cell segmentation depend on the contrast and brightness of images and need to be optimized for each image. However, in our experience, as lighting and exposure conditions are very similar for all images in one experiment, parameters can be set based on a small subset of images (e.g., three images from three strains across the plate) and then used to segment the entire data set.
17|
Compile the data. After segmentation, properties such as cell area, contour curvature, and contour length are readily calculated and stored. We then apply filtering algorithms to remove microcolonies that were not accurately segmented based on contour curvatures, and a pill meshing algorithm 23 to calculate an internal coordinate system and neutral axis for each cell. For rod-shaped cells, cell length and width are extracted from these measurements. The analyzed results for each cell are stored in a MATLAB structure with multiple fields, and the structures for all cells are saved as .mat files. The user can choose fields for further analyses or incorporate custom metrics as new fields into the data structure.
18| Analyze the data. Depending on the biological system and questions of interest, use the compiled data set to extract information about the dimensions and growth (in the case of time-lapse experiments) across strains and/or chemical environments. For instance, the mean and standard deviation of morphological parameters such as width and length can be calculated for each strain in the 96-or 384-well plate (Fig. 3a,b) .
? trouBlesHootInG Troubleshooting advice can be found in table 1. To account for the imaging time required for SLIP, which can be a nontrivial fraction of the cell cycle of fast-growing bacteria, we performed control experiments to correct for growth effects. By performing a SLIP experiment on identical E. coli MG1655 cells in exponential phase in 96-well format, we found that mean cell width remained roughly constant across the populations throughout image acquisition (Pearson's R = 0.13, P = 0.21), whereas mean cell length increased linearly with the temporal ordering of well position imaging: in the last well position imaged, the median cell length was 10% longer than that at the first well position (Fig. 3a) , and the length increased linearly during imaging (Pearson's R = 0.61, P < 10 10 ); the pad represents an environment with fresh medium (unlike the supernatant of the exponential-phase culture from which the cells originated), and the increase in length is thus reflective of how long the cells have experienced the new environment of the pad 24 . As E. coli grown at 37 °C on LB medium have one of the shortest doubling times of all bacterial species, typical increases during a SLIP experiment are likely to be <10%. The growth effect can be corrected based on strain positions in subsequent experiments (Fig. 3a, right panel, purple data points). The variation in mean width across wells is ~1% of the mean value (< 20 nm) and the variation in corrected length is ~3% of the mean value, indicating that errors introduced by SLIP are expected to be small. Using the above protocol, we acquired images for an E. coli library of mutants in MreB, an actin homolog that dictates cell shape 25 . Each strain has a single mutation in a sandwich fusion of MreB to monomeric superfolder GFP (MreB sw -msfGFP). The mutations were selected via fluorescence-activated cell sorting based on forward scatter. We grew the library in a 96-well plate and acquired phase images for exponentially growing cells using SLIP (Fig. 3b) , and then we used Morphometrics to extract quantitative morphological information from these images for direct comparison across strains. After correcting for the cell growth effect, mean cell length and width were highly correlated (Fig. 3c, Pearson' s R = 0.38, P < 0.001).
In addition, other geometric properties such as population heterogeneity in cellular dimensions can be quantified from the imaging data through relatively straightforward additional programming.
strains grown on agar pads
To demonstrate the ability to perform imaging after extended periods of growth on agar pads, we examined a CRISPRi-based library of knockdowns of essential genes in B. subtilis 9 . We first grew the strains in a 96-well format to exponential phase without an inducer in liquid culture, and then transferred the cells onto agar pads with xylose, the inducer of the CRISPRi system. The agar pads were incubated overnight at 37 °C, during which time the cells were depleted of an essential gene. Using SLIP, we imaged the terminal phenotypes of cells from each strain and observed a variety of single-cell-level morphological and/or growth defects (Fig. 3d) .
